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ABSTRACT 

 
Flexible manufacturing systems are not easy to control and it is difficult to generate controlling systems for 

this problem domain. Flexible job-shop scheduling problem (FJSP) is one of the instances in this domain.  

It is a problem which acquires the job-shop scheduling problems (JSP). FJSP has additional routing sub-

problem in addition to JSP. In routing sub-problem each task is assigned to a machine out of a set of 

capable machines. In scheduling sub-problem, the sequence of assigned operations is obtained while 

optimizing the objective function(s). In this work an object-oriented (OO) approach with simulated 

annealing algorithm is used to simulate multi-objective FJSP. Solution approaches provided in the 

literature generally use two-string encoding scheme to represent this problem. However, OO analysis, 

design and programming methodology helps to present this problem on a single encoding scheme 

effectively which result in a practical integration of the problem solution to manufacturing control systems 

where OO paradigm is frequently used. Three parameters are considered in this paper: maximum 

completion time, workload of the most loaded machine and total workload of all machines which are the 

benchmark used to show the propose system achieve effective result.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Flexible job shop scheduling is a scheduling mechanism that inherits the problem of job shop 

scheduling problem[1]. Flexible job shop scheduling has two more additional problems to that of 

its predecessor job shop scheduling. Job shop scheduling is complexto control because it has 

many routes and job can be assign to the entire available route at a time. Flexible job shop 

scheduling has two sub-routing problem: assigning of operation to various available machine and 

sequence of operation of the machine in order to obtain an optimal solution. Obtaining optimal 

solution is difficult to achieve with the traditional approach to optimizing scheduling problem due 

to its high complexity [16]. Scheduling problem has drawn the attention of many researchers to 

contribute in diverse ways of addressing the problem [9].  

 

Design of a software system is an influential factor in the industry as it controls all activities and 

final products in the industry. The idea of object oriented (OO) programming has been on-going 
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for decades but it significance in facilitating the development of high speed and processing 

capabilities in developing high quality software is just realized and incorporated in recent times 

[29].Object oriented programming is a programming methodology that is highly structured and 

incorporated with strong rational and modularity capability software development [38]. OO 

programming methodology is one of the major approaches in software development and it is 

therefore, necessary for programmers to adopt this methodology and it’s appropriateness in the 

development of a software system. 

 

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 

Organizing and scheduling of job is an important issue in our industry today. Even-though both 

the organizing and scheduling serve different purposes, both are put together to accomplish a 

smooth operation in the system. Scheduling environment can be categorized into flow shop 

scheduling where all jobs passes through all the machines in the same order as they are arranged 

and job shop where the order of operation among jobs varies [35]. 
 

2.1 Job-Shop Scheduling Problem 
 

In a classical job shop scheduling problem, n number of jobs J is to be processed on a number of 

available machines M [3]. The sequence of processing of the jobs contained some predetermined 

procedure which will run on any of the available machine without interruption for a particular 

period of time[7]. The major challenge with the job shop scheduling problem is the sequence of 

operation which makes it difficult to be solved [42][35]. 
 

2.2 Flexible Job Shop Scheduling 
 

Flexible job shop scheduling is a branch of classical job shop scheduling problem which allow 

sequence of operation to execute on any set of a giving machine [16]. The flexible job shop 

scheduling problem inherit all the attribute of its predecessor with a more complex features, 

assigning of job to the available machines and sequence of operation of each of the job assign to 

the machines [42][16][28][23]. The two additional problems by the flexible job shop scheduling, 

makes it to be and NP-hard problem [42. 
 

2.2.1 Single Objective Flexible Job Shop Scheduling 
 

Many researchers have tried to optimize the performance of machine using single objective; 

mostly optimized objective is make span (Completion time of the job) which makes the problem 

clearly defined. The disadvantage of using a single objective is that is makes that particular used 

objective to look more superior to other necessary objectives to be considered [36][31]. 
 

2.2.2 Multi Objective Flexible Job Shop Scheduling 
 

Multi objective flexible job shop scheduling uses several objectives to optimize the performance 

of the machine. This method makes other objectives not to be superior to others and it also gives 

good compromise solution for the decision makers to select one out of the several others [36]. 
 

2.3 Method for Solving Optimizations Problem 
 

There are several methods used for solving optimization problem, some of the methods 

mentioned by [3] are as follows: 
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2.3.1 Exact Method 

 

The exact method is used to solve job shop scheduling problem. They provide optimal solution 

only for particular instance of a giving solution. Some of the exact method algorithms are not 

consistently successful in solving job shop scheduling. Examples of such algorithm are dynamic 

programming and branch and bound. 

 

2.3.2 Approximated Method 

 

In the approximated method algorithm some quality of result are prepared and presented which 

will be used to ascertain the quality of the expected result. Thismethod provides an insight to the 

distance of the approximated result to the optimum result. 

 

2.3.3 Heuristic Method 
 

Heuristic method provide a good solution to any instance of a given problem that work well with 

different problem size, less computational time and easily combined with other method to 

obtained optimum solution. The major setback with the heuristic method is that the more the size 

of the problem increases the more it fails to offer optimum solution. 

 

2.3.4 Meta heuristic Method 
 

Meta heuristic method is an improved heuristic method can be applied in solving various 

combinatorial and NP-hard problems. It’s broadly described as constructive approach where each 

step takes presiding output as input and constructs new sequence of output. 
 

Fundamental Properties of Meta-heuristics as stated by [4]. are mentioned below: 

 

Meta-heuristics are strategies that “guide” the search process. 

 

The goal is to efficiently explore the search space in order to find (near) optimal solutions. 

 

Techniques which constitute meta-heuristic algorithms range from simple local search procedures 

to complex learning processes. 

 

Meta-heuristic algorithms are approximate and usually non-deterministic. 

 

They may incorporate mechanisms to avoid getting trapped in confined areas of the search space. 

 

The basic concepts of meta-heuristics permit an abstract level description. 

 

Meta-heuristics are not problem-specific. 

 

Meta-heuristics may make use of domain-specific knowledge in the form of heuristics that are 

controlled by the upper level strategy. 

 

Today’s more advanced meta-heuristics use search experience (embodied in some form of 

memory) to guide the search. 
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Some of the most notable groups of meta-heuristics approaches using to solve combinatorial 

optimization problems are: simulated annealing, tabu search, evolutionary algorithms, ant colony 

optimization and particle swarm optimization 

 

There are two types of global optimization algorithm: deterministic and random algorithms[25]. 

The deterministic algorithm uses the deterministic search strategy while the random algorithm 

uses a technique that introduce random factors in the appropriate search strategy and the result it 

generates is probabilistically in nature. [25]. 

 

Simulated annealing (SA) is a random algorithm which employ the random-search technique and 

its idea is based on heating solid using a very high temperature to melt first, and allow it cool 

slowly solidified into a good crystal as the temperature decreases. When heating the fixed, the 

inside of the solid particles can increase the internal energy with the increase of internal 

temperature. When internal energy achieves maximum, the arrangement state of the particle into 

a liquid disordered. This process is called smelting. When cooling, Particle solidified into a solid 

crystalline state with the decrease of the temperature. The particle is orderly and solidified into a 

solid crystalline state. This process is called annealing. When the internal energy is reduced to the 

minimum, and finally reached the ground state at normal temperature which exploits an analogy 

between the ways in which a metal cools and freezes into a minimum energy crystalline structure 

(the annealing process) and the search for a minimum in a more general system; it forms the basis 

of an optimization technique for combinatorial and other problems. 

 

Simulated annealing was developed in 1983 to deal with highly nonlinear problems as well as to 

address discrete and continuous optimization problems.  
 

3. RELATED WORKS 
 

Genetic algorithm (GA) was proposed by [13].Tooptimize the make span of a flexible job shop 

scheduling problem. In this research, the methodology adopted was to allow all the jobs to arrive 

at a time t=0 so that the starting and the completion time of the job can be monitored in order to 

obtain a minimized make span. In the methodology adopted in the paper, a fitness test was 

conducted on all the chromosomes generated during the machine operation and the chromosome 

with small completion time is considered to be the one with an optimized and good performance. 

The result in the study shows that GA provides a better optimization of the job make span. 

However, the challenge with GA is that an optimal solution is difficult to obtain. More so, [31]. 

“A Hybrid Multi Objective Algorithm for Flexible Job Shop Scheduling” proposed a Pareto 

approach to solve the multi objective flexible job shop scheduling problems. The objectives 

considered are to minimize the overall completion time (makespan) and total weighted tardiness 

(TWT). An effective simulated annealing algorithm based on the proposed approach is presented 

to solve multi objective flexible job shop scheduling problem. An external memory of non-

dominated solutions is considered to save and update the non-dominated solutions during the 

solution process and the algorithm was run on a PC that has a Pentium-IV 1.80 GHz processor, 

with 512 Mb RAM. In the experimental result, numerical experiments show that the proposed 

algorithm is capable to obtain the solution near the optimal. Moreover, the proposed algorithm 

can obtain all of Pareto solution in a small time. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is useful in 

multi objective flexible job shop scheduling problems and can be applied easily in real factory 

conditions and for large size problems. The problem associated with this method is that only two 

well-known objectives are used for the multi objective flexible job shop scheduling problems, so 

a review on another objectives and methods in this field can be supposed as further research. 
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[15] in their research “Solving Job Shop Scheduling Problem Using an Ant Colony Algorithm” 

proposed and describes the implementation of an ant colony algorithm (ACA), applied to a 

combinatorial optimization problem called job shop scheduling problem (JSSP). They apply an 

ant colony algorithm (ACA) to solve the JSSP with the objective of minimizing the maximum 

completion time, or makespan. The proposed algorithm is based on model designed by [11] for 

the permutation flow shop problem. Also, computer simulations on a set of benchmark problems 

were conducted to assess the merit of the proposed algorithm compared to some other heuristics 

in the literature. A novel mechanism is employed in initializing the pheromone trails based on an 

initial sequence. Moreover, the pheromone trail intensities are limited between lower and upper 

bounds which change dynamically. The result of the algorithm was coded in Visual C++ and all 

test runs carried out on a 2.0 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Processor with 2 GB memory. Their 

experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is competitive when compared with the 

best known solutions in the literature. But the problem associated with this research is that they 

only minimized one objective function for the job shop problem, so a review of other objective 

functions using an ant colony algorithm (ACA) in this field can be supposed as further research 

[2].FurthermoreIntheir study “Performance of Genetic Algorithms for Solving Flexible Job-Shop 

Scheduling Problem” implemented and compared two approaches i.e. Jobs Sequencing List (JSL) 

Oriented Genetic Algorithm and Operations Machines Coding (OMC) Oriented Genetic 

Algorithm. In their work each approach has its own coding, evaluation function, crossovers and 

mutations applicable in Job-Shop scheduling problem to minimize the make span, the workload 

of the most loaded machine and the total workload of the machines which they considered as their 

objective functions. 
 

They consider the following  
 

Constraints: 

 

1. For each job, the order of operations is fixed. 

2. A machine can only execute one operation at a given time: it becomes available to 

others. 

 

Hypothesis: 

 

1. All machines are available at t = 0. 

2. All jobs can be started at t = 0. 

 

Their objective is to compare the two genetic algorithms with different chromosome 

representations, different evaluation function, different crossovers and mutations and find out 

which algorithm minimizes better depending upon the following criteria: makespan, the workload 

of the most loaded machine and the total workload of the machines. From their research their 

results show that (OMC) Oriented GA is good when makespan is only considered. When all three 

objectives makespan, workload of the most loaded machine and total workload of the machine 

are considered, (JSL) Oriented GA outperformed (OMC) Oriented GA in terms of minimizing the 

objectives but converged late. (I.e. problem with their work is the late convergence of the JSL).  

Therefore (JSL) Oriented GA has been found to be the best out of two approaches to minimize 

the objectives. 

 

[11]in their study “Multi objective Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Optimization Using BFOA” 

proposes an adaptive bacterial foraging optimization algorithm (ABFOA) for solving 
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multiobjective flexible job-shop scheduling problem (FJSP). Bacterial foraging optimization 

algorithm (BFOA) is a new bio-inspired evolutionary computational technique, which is inspired 

by foraging behaviour of E. coli bacterium present in the human intestine. In their study, to make 

this algorithm suitable to combinatorial nature of FJSP and eliminate the complexities of original 

BFOA, some modifications are proposed, which enhance the convergence characteristics of the 

algorithm. The objective of their research is to minimize makespan, total workload of machines 

and the maximal workload. They consider 9 different Hypotheses and adopted Pareto-optimal 

concept to solve the Multi objective Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Problem (MOFJSP). From 

their results, the solution obtained by the proposed algorithm reached the optimal solutions as 

obtained by other algorithms of the literature. Therefore, the proposed approach is flexible 

enough to be used for both total-FJSP and Partial-FJSP. The problem associated with this study is 

high computation time because it takes more time for computation to complete. For further 

research, working on using adaptive BFOA for solving more realistic flexible job shop scheduling 

problems can be considered as a good research area. In the same vein, [3], used an improved 

genetic algorithms (IGA)to provide solution to multi objective flexible job shop scheduling 

problem. In their work, two objective functionsmake span and processing cost were used to 

minimize the operation of the machine. The methodology adopted in the work was the collection 

of both standard genetic algorithm (SGA) and Genetic algorithm (GA) so as to have a mix 

algorithm to address the MOFJSP. The experimental result shows that, the improved genetic 

algorithm (IGA) performs better than other mixed algorithm used in the literature and it also 

improve performance to some certain extend.  

 

The several concepts used by researchers in addressing FJSP wasanalysed by [38]. The work 

pointed out the most used algorithms by researchers in providing solution to FJSP. Two 

approachesare used in the work, mathematical model used for addressing small problems and 

meta-heuristic approach for addressing both small and large problems. Most of the algorithms 

used in the literature provide solutions based on pareto approached which provide a set of 

solutions and the work proposed the use of approach that can provide single optimal solution. 

Also, a Memetic Algorithms was proposed to solve a FJSP problem. The performance of the 

Memetic algorithm was compared with some other algorithms like the state-of-the-art algorithm 

and non-sorting genetic algorithm. The performance of the Memetic algorithms stands to 

outperform the other selected algorithms. In their study, three objectives i.e.makespan, total 

workload and critical workload was used to analyze the performance of the machine. Even 

though, the Memetic algorithms standout ahead of the other selected algorithms, yet it 

performance is still arguable as it is subjected to improve in performance[41]. 

 

[8].Proposedan Elitist selection genetic algorithm to address multi resource flexible job shop 

scheduling problem. In their contribution, four resources were considered, Machine, Warehouse, 

Vehicles and Detection equipment to maximize the makespan of the machine. The result of Elitist 

selection genetic algorithm shows that using the four resource, MRFJSP shows a better 

performance as compared to the single flexible job shop scheduling problem. 
 

4. MULTI-OBJECTIVE FLEXIBLE JOB-SHOP 
 

In trying to provide solution to flexible job-shop scheduling problem, several other approaches 

have been used to provide solution based on a double string encoding scheme. This research 

proposes the use of object oriented programming (OOP) methodology using simulated annealing 

(SA) algorithm to provide a solution to flexible job shop scheduling problem with single string 

encoding scheme. 
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Related Job and machine data could be processed and it information recorded to a DBMS based 

OO programming methodology. This data could be represented in objects and could be used on 

scheduling and data record/retrieval purposes, representing some basic attributes and behaviours 

of a typical job and machine class in a manufacturing information system. 

 

 
 

Fig.1. Job and machine class definition 
 

4.1 Problem formulation 
 

There two problems to address when dealing with flexible job shop scheduling problem, 

assigning of jobs machine and sequence of operation of machine on each job. The problem of job 

shop scheduling as defined by [4] is as follows: 

 

 There are n jobs, indexed by i, and these jobs are independent on each other. 

 Each i has an operating sequence, denoted by ji (precedence constraint). Ji denote the i-th 

job to be assign to the machine 

 Each operating sequence is ordered set of operation Oij for J=1,…..ni. 

 There are m machines indexed by k (the k-th machine is denoted my mk). 

 For each operation Oij, there is a set of machines capable of executing it. The set is 

denoted by Mi,j, Mi,j ϵ {1,…m} routing constraint if it does exist. 

 The processing time for an operation Oi,j on machine k is predefined and denoted by 

byti,j,k. 
 

4.1.1 Assumptions 
 

1. Each operation cannot be interrupted during its performance (Non-preemptive). 

2. Each machine can perform at most one operation at a giving time.  

3. Each machine becomes available to another operation once the operation which are assigned 

is completed 

4. All machine are available at time t = 0. 

5. All jobs can be started at time t = 0. 

6. Precedence constraints of the operation in a job can be defined for any pair of operation. 

7. Setting up time of machines and move time between operations are negligible. 
8. Machines are independent from each other. 

9. There are no precedence constraints among operations of different jobs. 

10. Release time or due dates are not specified [4]. 
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4.2 Research Framework 
 

4.2.1 Multi Objective Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Analysis 

 
In the review of literatures so many approaches were applied to solve flexible job shop 

scheduling problem. Most of the researcher’s uses single objective to address the problem while 

others use multi objectives approaches but all provide solution based on double string encoding 

scheme. This work tries to imbibe the idea of OO programming with multi objectives to address 

the flexible job shop scheduling problem. 

 

4.2.2 Multi Objectives Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Design 
 

Objected oriented programming is a programming approach that was recently adopted in 

manufacturing industries. The OO programming breaks down problem into a collection of classes 

and objects. The concept of OO programming is very good because it allows integration of 

different algorithms to solve a problem and also support the addition of a system without building 

it from a scratch using inheritance capabilities. This research uses OO programming approach not 

just to provide good result but also to provide a better solution to scheduling problems. 
 

4.2.3 Design Tools 

 

For the sake of this research work, we used java netbeans to simulate the scheduling problem on 

intel core CPU, 4GB Ram and 2.20GHz. The utilization of the machine was used to determine 

which of the machine is more loaded with jobs and the machine that execute fewer jobs. 

 

5. EVALUATION AND VALIDATION 
 
Considering several approaches used in the literature by different researchers the OO 

programming approach is assumed to be the current approach and provide a better solution to 

addressing the scheduling problem. It also breached the gap between software developers and 

algorithms designers which was considered as a formidable task using other approaches. 

 
Table1. 4X5 Problems 

 

  M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 

Job1 O1,1 2 5 4 1 2 

 O1,2 5 4 5 7 5 

 O1,3 4 5 5 4 5 

Job2 O2,1 2 5 4 7 8 

 O2,2 5 6 9 8 5 

 O2,3 4 5 4 54 5 

 O2,4 4 5 2 1 5 

Job3 O3,1 1 5 2 4 12 

 O3,2 5 1 2 1 2 
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Table 2. 8x8Problems 

 

  M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8  

Job1 01,2 5 3 5 3 3 - 10 9  

  10 - 5 8 3 9 9 6  

  - 10 - 5 6 2 4 5  

Job2  5 7 3 9 8 - 9 -  

  - 8 5 2 6 7 10 9  

  - 10 - 5 6 4 1 7  

Job3  10 - - 7 6 5 2 4  

  - 10 6 4 8 9 10 -  

  1 4 5 6 - 10 - 7  

Job4  3 1 6 5 9 7 8 4  

  12 11 7 8 10 5 6 9  

  4 6 2 10 3 9 5 7  

Job5  3 6 7 8 9 - 10 -  

  10 - 7 4 9 8 6 -  

  11 9 - 6 7 5 3 6  

Job6  6 7 1 4 6 9 - 10  

  11 - 9 9 9 7 6 4  

  10 5 9 10 11 - 10 -  

Job7  5 4 2 6 7 - 10 -  

  - 9 - 9 11 9 10 5  

  - 8 9 3 8 6 - 10  

Job8  2 8 5 9 - 4 - 10  

  9 9 - 8 5 6 7 1  

  9 - 3 7 1 5 6 1  

 

Table 3. 10x10 Problems 
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Table 4. 15X10 Problems 
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5.1 Experimented Results 

 

 
 

Fig.2. Schedule for problem set 4X5 
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Fig.3. Schedule for problem set 8X8 

 

 
 

Fig.4. Schedule for problem set 10X10 
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Fig.5. Schedule for problem set 15X10 

 

5.2 Comparison of Algorithms 
 
The obtain result will be compare using different algorithm as listed below: 

 

i. AL: Kacem et al. (2002a),(2002b) 

ii. PSO+SA: Xia and wu (2005). 

iii. MOGA: Saad et al. (2008). 

iv. hPSO: Shao et al. (2013). 

v. hGA: Gao et al. (2007). 

 

In the table of comparison, we used F1,F2 and F3 to represent the completion time (CM), 

Maximum workload of the machine (WM) and the Total workload of all the machines (WT). 

 
Table 5: Comparison of the algorithm performance for 8x8 problems set 

 

AL PSO+SA MOGA hPSO hGA SA+ 

OOapproach 

F1  F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 

16 15 17 15 12 17 16 13 75 14 12 77 15 12 75 16 13 73 

   16 13 73    15 12 75    15 12 75 

         16 11 77       

         16 13 73       
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Table 6: Comparison of the algorithm performance for 10x10 problems set 

 

AL PSO+SA MOGA hPSO hGA SA+ 

OOapproach 

F1  F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 

7 5 45 7 6 44 7 5 44 7 5 43 7 5 43 7 5 43 

8 5 42       7 6 42    7 6 42 

8 7 41       8 5 42    7 7 42 

         8 7 41       

 
Table 7: Comparison of the algorithm performance for 15x10 problems set 

 

AL PSO+SA MOGA hPSO hGA SA+ 

OOapproach 

F1  F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 

23 11 95 12 11 91 23 11 99 11 11 91 11 11 91 12 11 92 

24 11 91       12 10 93       

         11 10 95       

                  

 
5.4 Discussion of result 
 

The problem set 4X5 is given in Table.1. And best schedule found for this problem set is given in 

figure.1. Solution found for this problem is F1=12, F2=8 and F3=32. The best solution found for 

this problem set in the literature is F1=12, F2=8 and F3=32, that is the same with the solution of 

the proposed algorithm.  

 

The problem set 8X8 is given in Table.2 and best schedule found for this problem set is given in 

figure.2. Solution found for this problem in the first run is F1=16, F2=13 and F3=73 and for the 

second run is F1=15, F2=12, F3=75, which is the same with the solution of the proposed 

algorithm. 

 

The problem set 10X10 is given in Table.3 and best schedule found for this problem set is given 

in figure.3. Solution found for this problem in the first run is F1=7, F2=5 and F3=43, for the 

second run is F1=7, F2=6, and F3=42 and for the third run is F1=7, F2=7, and F3=42, which is 

the same with the solution of the proposed algorithm. 

 

The problem set 4X5 is given in Table.4 and best schedule found for this problem set is given in 

figure.4. Solution found for this problem is F1=12, F2=11 and F3=91. This is the same with the 

solution of the proposed algorithm. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
 

This work proposes an OO representation for FJSP using class diagram that reduces the problem 

encoding to a single data structure where hierarchical data structure is used to show operational 
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objects of FJSP. Main advantage of the proposed approach is its capability of reducing the 

number of data structures used during problem solving process and increasing adaptability of 

algorithms to real manufacturing control systems. The proposed approach can also directly 

produce feasible solutions effectively. However, the number of system elements is increasing 

while making the system OO approach. This characteristic of the approach could be considered as 

a limitation of this present work. Level of data decoupling plays a crucial role in OO system 

design because number of different objects in the system might increase system complexity. 

System designers should keep the level of decoupling in such circumstances. 

 

Experimental results shows that the proposed OO approach is able to use single algorithm to find 

non dominated solution to most of the problem sets, in contrary to what previous studies which 

use hybrid algorithm to find their solution to multi-objective FJSP. Considering the simulation 

results obtained, the OO approach performs better in minimizing the following objective 

functions: Completion time, Maximum workload and the total workload of the most loaded 

machine. 

 

6.1 Future Work 
 

Multi-objective FJSP problem is designed and solved by using OO approach and simulated 

annealing algorithm in this work, it is recommended to consider further work in line with this 

idea, might also consider using it in other algorithm, in other to improve performance of Job Shop 

Problems. 
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